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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are in the process of building an online gaming site for a
client and one of the requirements is that it must be able to
process vast amounts of data easily. Which AWS Service would be
very helpful in processing all this data?
A. AWS Direct Connect
B. AWS Data Pipeline
C. Amazon EMR

D. Amazon S3
Answer: C
Explanation:
Managing and analyzing high data volumes produced by online
games platforms can be difficult. The back-end infrastructures
of online games can be challenging to maintain and operate.
Peak usage periods, multiple players, and high volumes of write
operations are some of the most common problems that operations
teams face.
Amazon Elastic MapReduce (Amazon EMR) is a service that
processes vast amounts of data easily.
Input data can be retrieved from web server logs stored on
Amazon S3 or from player data stored in Amazon DynamoDB tables
to run analytics on player behavior, usage patterns, etc. Those
results can be stored again on Amazon S3, or inserted in a
relational database for further analysis with classic business
intelligence tools.
Reference:
http://media.amazonwebservices.com/architecturecenter/AWS_ac_ra
_games_10.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two types of devices on Cisco Unified Communications
Manager support iSAC? (Choose two.)
A. H.323
B. SCCP
C. SIP
D. Music on Hold server
E. MGCP
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
iSAC-Internet Speech Audio Codec (iSAC) is an adaptive wideband
audio codec, specially designed to deliver wideband sound
quality with low delay in both low and medium-bit rate
applications. Using an adaptive bit rate of between 10 and 32
kb/s, iSAC provides audio quality approaching that of G.722
while using less than half the bandwidth. In deployments with
significant packet loss, delay, or jitter, such as over a WAN,
iSAC audio quality is superior to that of G.722 due to its
robustness. iSAC is supported for SIP and SCCP devices.
The Cisco Unified Communications Manager IP Voice Media
Streaming App (IPVMSApp), which includes Media Termination
Point, Conference Bridge, Music on Hold Server, and Annunciator
does not support iSAC.
MGCP devices are not supported.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Who is responsible for the Help Desk support withacMPS

contract?
A. HP
B. Channel Managed Print Services partner
C. Customer
D. Specialized Service Company
Answer: A
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